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Astro-Vision SoulMate Report      [Ref: SoulMate-Standard 10.0.0.0 Eng-20110917]

Girl  : Sweety Naidu Boy  : Venkatesh Mamidipalli 

Moo Sun Mer Ket

Ven

Mar

Jup

Rah

Sat

Lag Maa
Rasi

Aswini
08 June, 1991
11:57:00 pm

Place Gudur-nellore (ap)
Longitude 78:30
Latitude 15:45

Sun

Mer

Maa

Moo Jup

Ket

Lag

Sat Rah

Ven Mar
Rasi

Mrigasira
28 April, 1990
04:30:00 pm

Place Chittoor (ap)
Longitude 79:8
Latitude 13:13

Compatibility between Birth Stars

 Gunamilan System Applied

Koota Name Obtained Points Maximum Points

 Varna 0 1
 Vasya 0 2
 Tara 1 3
 Yoni 3 4
 Grahamaitri 1 5
 Gana 6 6
 Bhakoota 7 7
 Nadi 8 8

Total 26 36

There is EXCELLENT match between the birth stars (UTHAMAM).
Star Match Rating =72%  

Other Factors

 Mahendrakoota Not satisfactory 
 Streedeerga koota Not satisfactory 
 Rajju Dosha No Dosha
 Veda Dosha No Dosha

Kuja dosha comparison

Kuja plays an important role in determining marriage comaptibility.  In some parts of South India, serious importance is 
atached to the dosha caused by the position of Kuja in 7th and 8th from Lagna.  Although many exceptions for kujadosha 
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are found in authentic texts, only the most important are considered in the method chosen here.  Since only the Kuja 
dosha with respect to Lagna is considered below, it is advisable to ensure the overall papasamya also.

No Serious Kuja dosha in both the horoscopes.
Kuja Dosha check is satisfactory. 

Papasamya

Papa (dosha) Comparison is done here by assigning points for the position of Mars, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu and Sun with 
respect to Lagna, Moon as well as Venus.
The method used here is Equal Point - Equal Weightage(1-1-1)

Papa Points Girl :

From Lagna From Chandra From Sukra
Position Papam Position Papam Position Papam

Mars      6      0      4      1      1      1
Saturn      12      1      10      0      7      1
Sun      4      1      2      1      11      0
Rahu      11      0      9      0      6      0

Total      2      2      2

Papa Points Boy :

From Lagna From Chandra From Sukra
Position Papam Position Papam Position Papam

Mars      6      0      9      0      1      1
Saturn      5      0      8      1      12      1
Sun      8      1      11      0      3      0
Rahu      5      0      8      1      12      1

Total      1      2      3

Papasamyam is  EXCELLENT. 

Dasa-Sandhi check

Date of birth of girl 8-6-1991
Dasa balance at birth Ketu 5 years, 9 months, 18 days.
Shukra dasa ends 26-03-2017
Surya dasa ends 26-03-2023

Date of birth of boy 28-4-1990
Dasa balance at birth Kuja 3 years, 3 months, 20 days.

There is no serious dasa sandhi for this couple. This is a GOOD indication.
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Summary and recommendation

Check Result Remarks

Compatibility between Birth Stars Good  Gunamilan System Applied
Kuja dosha comparison Satisfactory Serious check enabled
Papasamya Good Equal Point - Equal Weightage(1-1-1)
Dasa-Sandhi check Satisfactory

Matching is RECOMMENDED.
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 Star Compatibility check using Guna Milan system

 
Since 1984, Astro-Vision has done pioneering work in computerisation of Indian Astrology. "SoulMate" software for
determining compatibilty for marriage has been developed after a detailed study of practices in various parts of India. It
is seen that although the basic principles of judging compatibilty are the same, there are variations in the standards
applied in different places. Also, there are differences of opinion between authors regarding exceptional clauses.
Research has revealed that ready reckoner charts published in many of the almanacs and other books are full of
typographical and other errors and often skewed due to the personal opinion of the authors.  In developing "SoulMate"
Astro-Vision has delved deep into the science, compared the practices in different regions, rechecked the references in
original slokas and created the logic for checking marriage compatibility. Different versions are provided to suit regional
practices. The "Guna Milan" method for comparing the birth star selected here checks the eight 'Guna Kootas' and
assigns weighted points. Minimum of 18 points out of a total of 36 Gunas is considered as a minimum requirement for
matching. In addition to the eight Kootas, four more factors are analised and presented for information.

A brief explanation of the various Kootas is given below.

   

´ÉhÉÉæ ´É¶ªÉÆ iÉlÉÉ iÉÉ®É ªÉÉäÊxÉ¶SÉ OÉ½¨ÉèjÉEð¨ÉÂ*
MÉhÉ¨ÉèjÉÆ ¦ÉEÚð]Æ SÉ xÉÉbÒ SÉèiÉä MÉÖhÉÉÊvÉEðÉ:

 

According to "Muhurtha Chintamani" Varna, Vasya, Tara, Yoni, Grahamaitri, Ganamaitri, Bhakoota and Nadi are the
eight Kootas and in this order each factor has more Guna than the previous ones.
 
 
Varna koota

Rasis are divided into four groups of Varnas namely

Brahmin  Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
Kshatriya  Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
Vaishya  Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn
Shudra  Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius

Varna of the bridegroom should be same or higher than that of the bride.  One point is given to this Koota.
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Vasya Koota

Vasya Koota shows the attraction between the birth stars of the bride and the groom. This also points to the control each
one may be able to exercise on the other.

Vasya Rasis of each rasi are as follows

Aries        Leo, Scorpio
Taurus       Cancer, Libra
Gemini       Virgo
Cancer       Scorpio, Sagittarius
Leo          Libra
Virgo        Pisces, Gemini
Libra        Capricorn, Virgo
Scorpio      Cancer
Sagittarius  Pisces
Capricorn    Aries, Aquarius
Aquarius     Aries
Pisces       Capricorn

If either the Rasi of the girl is Vasya Rasi of the boy or vice versa, Vasya Koota is considered good and two Guna points
are given.
 
Tara Koota (Dina Koota)

Count from the Girl's birth star to that of the boy and divide the number by 9. If the remainder is 3, 5 or 7, it considered
malefic. Otherwise two points are given.

Similarly, count from the boy's star to that of the girl and divide by 9. If the remainder is 3, 5 or 7, it considered malefic.
Otherwise one point is given.

(Note: 'Muhurtha Chintamani' clearly states that checking should be done from girl to boy and also from boy to girl.
However, many authors and practitioners, especially in South India, prefer to check the stars counting from Girl's star to
boy's star only. Considering this factor, a higher wieghtage of two points are given in Astro-Vision Soulmate for the first
check and only one point to the second check. A maximum of three Guna points will be obtained if the checks in both
directions yield beneficial results.)
 
Yoni Koota

Stars are allotted 'Yonis' of animals. Yonis of bride and bridegroom should not be inimical to each other. 4 points are
awarded if the yonis are the same, 3 if they are friendly, 2 if they are neutral, 1 if they are inimical and no points if the
yonis are highly inimical.

(In some regions in the South, especially in the State of Kerala, the sex (male or female) of the yonis are given more
importance than the relationship between the animals. However, in the Guna Milan system selected here, this factor is
ignored.)

Yoni Koota indicates sexual aspects of marriage.
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Graha Maitri Koota

Relationship between the lords of the Rasis is anlalysed in Graha Maitri Koota. Relationships between planets are graded
as Friend, Neutral and Enemy. If Lords of both the bride and the bridegroom are the same or friendly to each other a
maximum of five points are given. No points are given if they are inimical to each other. 1 to 4 points are apropriately
awarded for other combinations of relationships.

This is a very important Koota as it indicates the psychological factors of compatibility between the couple.
 
Gana Koota

The stars are divided into three groups namely Deva, Manushya (Nara) and Asura (Rakshasa).

There are diverse opinions on the acceptable combinations of Ganas.  It is accepted by all that ideally, a Deva girl can
marry a Deva boy and a Manushya girl can marry a Deva or Manushya boy, and an Asura girl can marry an Asura girl.
In Tamil Nadu regions many astrologers accept a combination of Deva girl and Manushya boy as "Madhyama" or
average combination. In Kerala, many astrologers consider Manushya girl and Asura boy as "Madhyama".  Astro-Vision
has accepted the recommendations of "Muhurtha Chintamani" with minor modfications and settled on the following
chart for awarding points

      
      Girl      Boy      Points
      
      Deva     Deva       6
               Manushya    5
               Asura      1
      Manushya Deva       5
               Manushya    6
               Asura      1
      Asura    Deva       0
               Manushay    0
               Asura      6
      

Gana Koota is believed to have an important bearing on the compatibility of temperament and character of the couple.
 
Bhakoota

Bhakoota (Rasi Koota) is judged by the mutual position of the moon signs of the girl and boy. According to "Muhurtha
Chintamani", mutual position of Janma Rasis in 6/8, 5/9 or 2/12 is considered malefic and no points are given.
Otherwise, full 7 points are awarded.

However, there are considerable differences of opinion on this topic. Some astrologers consider that if boy's rasi is
farther than six from the girls Rasi, malefic effects are nullified. Also, if the Lords of the Rasis are the same or friendly
to each other, the malefic effects are cancelled.

Since a weighted point system is followed and many compensating factors get their own points, a strict approach to
'Bhakoota' is implemented in Astro-Vision Soulmate.
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Nadi Koota

Birth Stars are grouped into three groups of Nadis namely Adi, Madhya and Antya. If the stars of the girl and boy belong
to different Nadis, full 8 points are given. If they belong to the same Nadi, no points are given.

Here again, exceptions and personal opinions of authors are not taken into considereation. The Nadi Koota is referred to
as "Rajju" in Kerala. But only "Madhyamma Rajju", that is if both the stars belong to the Madhya or middle group iscon-
sidered extremely malefic and sufficient reason to recommend against matching.

Apart from the Kootas listed above, which are given Guna points, four more points of compatibility are analysed and
presented in the "Guna Milan" system in SoulMate.

Mahendra Koota

Mahendra Koota is considered to be present, if the boy's star counted from that of the girl is 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22nd or
25th. This ensures well being and prosperity.

Stree Deerga Koota

Stree Deerga Koota is considered to be satisfactory if the birth star of boy is counted beyond 9th of the girl and excellent
if it is beyond 18th.

Rajju Dosha

The stars are grouped into five groups of Rajju, namely Pada Rajju, Katirajju (Tudai Rajju), NabhiRajju (Udararajju),
Kantarajju and Sirorajju. The stars of the couple should fall in different Rajju groups. Otherwise it is considered as Rajju
Dosha (absence of compatibility).

Veda Dosha

Certain stars are capable of afflicting some other stars and if the stars of the girl and the boy belong to thesecombinations 
Veda Dosha is predicted. Veda Dosha is given great importance by many astrologers as it is believed tocause constant 
fighting between the couple.

With best wishes : Dr.Gurudeva
www.luckygemfinder.com; Phone:732-448-0667(USA),020-8144-6490(UK).

PoruthamCode : S3-K2-P1-D03-GA1BA1-GC0BC0
Although broadly based on Indian Predictive Astrology, we request you to consider this report as an independent work of Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.
Ltd.Astro-Vision astrological calculations are based on scientific equations and not on any specific published almanac. Therefore, comparisons between the
calculations made by Astro-Vision and those published in almanacs are absolutely unwarranted.Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt. Ltd. shall not entertain any dispute on
differences arising out of such comparisons. Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt. Ltd. cannot be held responsible for the decisions that may be taken by anyone based on this
report.While we ensure that each report is prepared meticulously and with utmost care, we do not rule out the possibility of any unexpected errors. In case of any errors
our liability is limited to the replacement of the report with a rectified one. The software versions and the predictive text in the reports are subject to continuous
modifications, including addition of new chapters. This is necessitated by the nature of the content and our constantly evolving research findings. We have adopted
'Chitrapaksha ayanamsa' for all our calculations as it is the most popular and widely used ayanamsa system in India. The astrological calculations and predictions may
differ in case a different ayanamsa is used. There are minor variations in the systems and practices followed by different regions of India and we have accommodated
some of these variations in the regional language versions. As a result, the reports generated in different languages may not be exact translations. Also, all the language
versions are not updated simultaneously.


